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By sophia stewart

Wat are 
medows



What is green ?what is filled with color? the meadows! 
People think the meadows are just green. They are not 
like that.  
They have lake and lots of animals. Wen I was little i 
thought that it was only green.

What  is  green ?

Also for you to 
know some 
scientists go to 
the meadow to 
discover more 
things about the 
meadow.



A meadow is place 
where has a lot of 
grass and flowers. 
Meadows can be 
all around the 
world, like America. 
Also there are a lot 
of rainbows.  

One fact about  

grass in the 

meadow, there is 

such thing as blow 

grass.

About the 
meadows



Entrdashen

Welcome  to the medows!  
Meadow is the place where has a lot of animals live. You can 
see horses, geckos, deer, foxes and sheep.

Animals in the meadows.



Food chain in the meadow

In the meadow there 
are many food chain.  in 
the metows ges haw 
mene 
Ho ho ho ho ho i do not 
no do sam resch to find 
awt.



Animols in the metows thar is a lot of Anemls in the metows like a hors 
or A pone thar is owsow bugs.

When people harm the medows it 
can cause a like littering that is 
an example hunting is also bad 
thing to do to the metows. 
I thenc you shouod han up some 
posers of how to save the medows.

Please 
don't  
hurt the 
metows



Ef you want to abawt the medows wel her you 
go do you evr wandr 
Haw Do bags and anemols Do not get eten I 
can tel you 
Haw a butrrfli has spesnl pawrs  to look like A 
monstr and 
Deer hid in the metows.



Hi i am the ritr of 
this  
Book my name is 
Sophia stewart 
Naw i lev 
in krea i 
Am 7 i osow 
Love horses.



The 
End

I think mistr fox is 
Injouing the fish.



Medows are bydfl plasis 
weth a lot of Anemls  

Canteens are that you 
can see wat Is wat.


